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PREFACE

I am highly glad to present a series on computer languages. Writing a book to serve

students community, gives a great feeling of satisfaction. Various books on high level languages

are available in the market but it has been my desire to present such a series on computer

languages which could serve the students community in some different manner which could

be well acceptable by all. Generally students feel that the books available on the high do not

cater to their requirements and there is a dearth of programming examples and graded

programs. With the inspiration provided by my students. I have been able to frame a series

of four different computer languages C, C++, Java and Visual Basic. Presentation in all the

four books is almost on the similar lines.

This treatise covers chapters in uniform manner i.e., from beginning level to advanced

level of C language. Advanced topics like Files, Linked Lists, Stacks, Queues etc., have been

explained in an understandable manner. Each and every topic has been explained with

examples and illustrations.

A sufficient number of programming examples has been provided in the book after the

topics and as a separate portion in the form of “More Worked-Out Examples”. Actual screen

shots have been given both with program listings and output run.

All efforts have been made to provide the text in an error-free form yet there is a chance

within human limitations that some error might have crept in inadvertently. Readers are

requested to brought such errors in our notice so that future edition of this book could be

improved.

—Author

(ix)
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Chapter  1 Introduction to C

C is a popular high level programming language with a large library of various types of

functions. It is a very popular language among programmers due to its multiple features.

CHARACTERISTICS OF C

1. C is ideally suited for development of reusable software. This helps in cost reduction

of software development.

2. C is highly flexible language with versatility. It can be used for developing system

software viz., operating systems compilers, editors and data bases. The dBASE

program has been written in C language.

3. Since C is a machine independent language, there is no need of re-written software

at the time when a computer is upgraded.

CHARACTERS USED IN C

The set of characters used in C consists of alphabet, digits and special characters.

The following table represents the characters used in this language :

Letters : A B C D E F G............X Y Z

a b c d e f g....................x y z

Numeric Digits : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Special Characters :

(i) Arithmetic Operators –, +, *, /, %

(ii) Logical Operators &, !

(iii) Brackets () {} [ ]

(iv) Relational Operators <> = #

(v) Other Symbols : ; _ (underscore) >> ?
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C TOKENS

The group of characters that logically belong together is called token. Tokens are of four

types :

1. Identifiers

2. Keywords

3. Constants

4. Operators

Identifiers

A program can use various data items with symbolic names in C. Identifiers refer to the

names of functions, arrays, variables, classes etc., created by a programmer. There are

certain rules for naming these identifiers. An identifier, generally contains symbolic name.

These symbolic names are used in various C programs.

Rules for Naming Identifiers

1. Uppercase letters and lower case letters are distinct. For example LAXMI and laxmi

are different.

2. The name of identifier cannot begin with a digit. 1LAXMI is an invalid name. However,

the first character can be selected as an underscore (_).

3. Only alphabetic characters, digits and underscore (_) are permitted in this language.

4. No other special character is allowed for naming a variable.

5. A keyword cannot be used as a variable name.

It is essential to declare variables before their usage in the program. A declaration

statement lists the type and number of the variable.

For example

int i = 0; Here i is declared as integer and has been initialized

with a value of 0.

char name Here name is character variable.

float sale Here sale is a floating point variable.

Keywords

In C keywords are reserved identifiers which cannot be used as names for the variables in

a program. The set of C keywords has been given in the following list :

asm double new swithch

auto else operator template

break enum private this

case extern protected throw

catch float public try

char for register typedef

class friend return union

const goto short unsigned

continue if signed virtual

default inline sizeof void

delete int static volatile

delete long struct while
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Constants

As evident from the name, an item whose value is not changed during the execution of the

program is called constant. If you try to change the value, the program will not successfully

execute and generate errors. Each constant is determined by its value and form. C has three

types of constants.

(i) Numeric Constant

(ii) Character Constant

(iii) String Constant

Operators

An operator is a symbol or letter which causes the compiler to take an action and yield a

value. An operator acts on different data items/entities called Operands.

For example, a + b is an expression in which sign + is an operator which specifies the

operation of addition.

A detailed discussion on operators has been given in a separate chapter.

The logical expression returns 1 if the result is true and it returns 0 if the result is false.

C provides three logical operators which are listed below :

Symbol Meaning

! Logical negation (Logical inverse)

|| Logical OR

&& Logical AND

COMMENTS

Comments are explanation of program (what the program will do) or any other function

within a program. A program may be simple to the programmer who has written it, but may

be complex for others if he does not include comments in the programs. Comments increase

the readability and understandability of the programs. Comments can be used anywhere in

the programs but comments lines are not executed in the program.

Comments can be written in the following styles :

// or between the pair/*.............*/

/* is the beginning of the comment and

/* is the end of the comment.

Look at the following program :

Program

//This program adds two numbers

#include<stdio.h>

main()
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{

int a,b,c;

c = a + b;

printf(“”,c);

}

} //end of the program (Comments line)

The first line in the above program i.e., // This program adds two numbers is a comment.

Similarly, the last line i.e.,// end of the program is also a comment.

You can also use multi-line comments in the programs. When a comment exceeds one

line, you can write it between /* and */.

A FIRST PROGRAM

Type the following program into your favourite editor :

Program

#include<stdio.h>

void main()

{

printf(“\nHello World\n”);

}

Save the code in the file hello.c, then compile it.

This creates an executable file, which is then executed simply by typing its name. The

result is that the characters “Hello World” are printed out, preceded by an empty line.

A C program contains functions and variables. The functions specify the tasks to be

performed by the program. The “main” function establishes the overall logic of the code. It

is normally kept short and calls different functions to perform the necessary sub-tasks. All

C codes must have a “main” function.

Our hello.c code calls printf,an output function from the I/O (input/output) library

(defined in the file stdio.h). The original C language did not have any built-in I/O statements

whatsoever. Nor did it have much arithmetic functionality. These functions are now performed

by standard libraries, which are now part of ANSI C. The K & R textbook lists the content

of these and other standard libraries in an appendix.

The printf line prints the message “Hello World” on “stdout” (the output stream

corresponding to the X-terminal window in which you run the code);“\n” prints a “new line”

character, which brings the cursor onto the next line. By construction, printf never inserts

this character on its own : the following program would produce the same result :

Program

#include <stdio.h>

void main()

{

printf(“\n”);
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printf(“Hello world”);

printf(“\n”);

}

The first statement “#include <stdio.h” includes a specification of the C I/O

library. All variables in C must be explicitly defined before use : “.h” files are by convention

“header files” which contain definitions of variables and functions necessary for the functioning

of a program, whether it be in a user-written section of code, or as part of the standard C

libraries. The directive “#include” tells the C compiler to insert the contents of the specified

file at that point in the code. The “<...>” notation instructs the compiler to look for the file

in certain “standard” system directories.

The void preceeding “main” indicates that main is of “void” type – – that is, it has no

type associated with it, meaning that it cannot return a result on execution.

The “;”denotes the end of a statement. Blocks of statements are put in braces {...}, as

in  the definition of functions. All C statements are defined in free format without any

specified layout. The following program would produce exactly the same result as our earlier

example :

#include<stdio.h>

void main() {printf(“\nHello World\n”);}

The reason for arranging your programs in lines and indenting is to increase readability.

ERROR MESSAGE

While writing C programs, various types of errors can happen. These errors are of 3 types :

(i) SYNTAX
     ERRORS

(ii) LOGICAL
    ERRORS

(III) RUN-TIME
    ERRORS

Fig. 1.1

Syntax Errors

Syntax Errors occur due to violation of syntax rules in C. Programs having syntax errors do

not execute. It is necessary to remove these errors. C compiler locates these errors and these

can be removed.

Logical Errors

Logical errors occur due to wrong use of logic, i.e., formulae. Programs having logical errors

can execute and compile, but the result obtained is not correct. To locate these errors the

programmers has to study the program carefully. These errors cannot be located by compilers.

Run-Time Errors

Run-time Errors occur when the operation can’t be performed during execution. Programs

having run-time errors can compile but can’t produce meaningful results.
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